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The Bruny Island Ferry Reference Group (BIFRG) held its 19th meeting 
on 19 August 2020 at the Jane Finn Room, Bruny Medical Centre, 
Alonnah. 

This communique has been compiled by the Department of State Growth 
and approved for publication by BIFRG members. 

Ferry service update 

SeaLink provided an update on its service delivery. SeaLink advised that its passenger numbers are still 
significantly down in comparison to the equivalent period in 2019. On a brighter note, SeaLink is starting to 
see an increase in Tasmanian weekend travel which is encouraging. SeaLink continues to undertake 
increased cleaning of its vessels and offices as part of its COVID-19 Safety Plan.  

Without tourism patronage, demand for the ferry service is driven by landowners and residents who 
receive subsidised fares. As a consequence, SeaLink is operating the service at a loss and has been since 
interstate travel restrictions were put in place in March 2020. State Growth advised that it provided 
additional financial support to SeaLink while it was operating to the COVID-19 timetable to enable the 
running of additional weekday services for the benefit of residents, landowners and businesses. 

Vessel update 

SeaLink advised that the second new built vessel is on track for a March 2021 delivery. 

SeaLink is undertaking crew training and vessel certification, which will allow more crew members to work 
across multiple vessels. This will provide SeaLink with increased flexibility and capacity to rotate vessels 
within the fleet as needed. 

The Mirambeena was off the run for four days in June 2020 to undergo planned maintenance. During this 
period the Nairana operated to the timetable and the Bowen provided additional backup support as 
needed. SeaLink advised that the Mirambeena will need to be taken out of service again, likely in September 
2020, for survey (statutory) compliance maintenance requirements. 



Summer timetable update 

SeaLink is looking at the summer timetable requirements in light of the reduced and unpredictable 
passenger numbers currently seen. SeaLink committed to providing the community with a further update in 
early September 2020. 

Resident and Landowner stickers 

All resident and landowner sticker holders should now have received or will shortly receive an email or 
letter from SeaLink outlining the upcoming BI and R sticker renewal process. SeaLink is aiming to 
streamline the process and make future applications and renewals easier for residents and landowners.  

If any residents or landowners have questions about the renewal process, they should get in contact 
SeaLink on 1300 127 869. 

Booking system workshop held 3 June 2020 

SeaLink hosted a BIFRG booking system workshop on 3 June 2020. All members agreed that the workshop 
was an in-depth and thorough afternoon of consultation, where a wide range of issues were aired. It was a 
transparent process where members were able to raise consideration and respect and courtesy was shown 
to all. At the end of the workshop SeaLink agreed to take all feedback on board and get back to the group. 
SeaLink thanked the BIFRG for representing the view of the community and advised that the next steps 
would be to consult with other external stakeholders. 

At the latest BIFRG meeting, while members agreed that the workshop had been productive, they noted 
that they had not received any substantive news since the workshop was held. SeaLink advised members 
that planning for a booking system is progressing. SeaLink is focusing on collecting information to better 
understand how different user groups are using the ferry service and working out the ways a booking 
system can best cater for both booked and unbooked passengers. SeaLink advised that it plans to 
commence external consultation soon and will provide further information in due course.    

Terminal infrastructure upgrades update 

State Growth advised that planning for the terminal infrastructure upgrade works is now well underway. 
Works are due to commence in September 2020 and are expected to be completed by March 2020 in time 
for delivery of the second new vessel.  

A public display was held at Kingborough Council between 3 and 14 August 2020. During this time, plans 
were also available on the Transport website and posted at the terminal and other prominent locations 
across Bruny Island.  

State Growth explained that it is working with SeaLink to minimise any impact or disruptions to the ferry 
service while works are underway. There will be very little impact on existing queueing areas. 

State Growth confirmed that an emergency vessel berth at Roberts Point will be available and remain in 
service at all times during construction. A new emergency berth will be constructed as part of the works. 

A question was asked about the scanning equipment shown on the plans at the entries to the queuing areas 
at Kettering and Roberts Point. State Growth explained that this was part of future-proofing the designs 
and that the equipment is expected to form part of a booking system.  

Parking near the Kettering ferry terminal, the impact of cars turning on Ferry Road and the number of cars 
parked long-term on Ferry Road was discussed. It was noted that there is some overlapping responsibilities 
between State Growth and Council on this matter. The comments and feedback were recorded by State 
Growth and the Council for further consideration.  



Terms of Reference and Procedural Protocols 

Over the last few meetings, BIFRG members have been developing a set of procedural protocols to 
supplement and be read alongside the Terms of Reference (which were last updated on 23 January 2020). 
The protocols reflect an ongoing shared commitment of all group members to work together, for the 
benefit of Bruny Islanders, and all ferry users.  

During the meeting, the protocols were unanimously agreed to by all members. 

It was decided that the protocols would be widely circulation, including via the Bruny News, for the 
information of the community. Copies of the Terms of Reference and Procedural Protocols can be found 
on SeaLink’s website at https://www.sealinkbrunyisland.com.au/our-plan/bruny-island-ferry-reference-
group.  

Community matters

A community Q&A session was held from 9:00 to 9:30 am. One community member attended. 

At the time, it was the belief of State Growth representatives in attendance at the meeting that the 
community member asked questions about whether an all-encompassing, long-term plan for Bruny Island 
has been developed. These questions expanded beyond the scope of the ferry service to include matters 
such as tourism management, estimates of visitor growth and the associated impacts. State Growth 
responded that no such plan had been developed and that such questions should be directed toward the 
Ministers and the Government as they were beyond the role of the BIFRG. While the community member 
did ask for the BIFRG to carry this matter forward, the response was that it is not the role of this group. 

Since the meeting it has been suggested by BIFRG members and as noted in the Bruny News, that the 
community member was also asking questions about whether there is an overall plans for the ferry service 
which encompasses the completed Ferry Road upgrades and marshalling areas works, traffic management 
and operational matters, the current terminal infrastructure project and any future infrastructure works. 
While a response to this question was not provided during the meeting, State Growth can confirm that 
there is no single plan which encompasses all of these items. 

The current infrastructure project (for which State Growth is responsible) is focused on reducing the 
queuing and congestion at the ferry terminals, removing the single-ramp dependencies at Kettering and 
Roberts Point and improving pedestrian safety. To inform the upgrade works, State Growth has developed 
an internal Project Management Plan which identifies the phases of the project, including costings, 
identification of regulatory approvals, risk management planning, quality requirements, communication, 
management and the overall procurement plan. Furthermore, State Growth is consulting frequently with 
SeaLink on the design of the infrastructure works to ensure that it is fit for purpose for operation of the 
ferry service, inclusive of traffic management. 

These major terminal upgrade works build upon smaller, targeted improvements made to marshalling areas 
and the Oyster Cove Inn overflow queueing lane in 2019. These incremental works were designed to 
address congestion and traffic flow issues in the short term and with the available budget at the time, but it 
was recognised that more work would need to be done, hence, the current major upgrade works were put 
forward.  

As to the questions about the cost of the terminal upgrade project, the reason the current project costs 
have not been made public available is because State Growth is still going through the tender process and 
to release the budget would prejudice the tender process. However, State Growth can confirm that funds 
have been made available. A question was also asked about the cost of previous works completed. A 
response to this question will be provided at the next Reference Group meeting and the matter has been 
added to ‘list of agreed actions’ in the minutes. 

https://www.sealinkbrunyisland.com.au/our-plan/bruny-island-ferry-reference-group
https://www.sealinkbrunyisland.com.au/our-plan/bruny-island-ferry-reference-group


Past minutes and communiques 
All of the past BIFRG minutes and communiques can be found on SeaLink’s website at 
https://www.sealinkbrunyisland.com.au/our-plan/bruny-island-ferry-reference-group. 

Next meeting 

The next BIFRG meeting will be held on Wednesday 30 September 2020 at the Jane Finn Room, 
Alonnah Medical centre at 9:30 am. Community members are invited to attend a question and answer 
session to be held before the meeting from 9:00 to 9:30 am.  
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